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MARCH 2023 FREE CARD KIT TUTORIAL 
 

If you placed an order in my store during March, you will have received all of the layers, 
embellishments and pieces to create one of these pretty deer scene silhouette cards! 

(excluding stamped images) 
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How to assemble your card: 
 

1. Take the Flirty Flamingo OR Lost Lagoon layer and adhere to the card base 
2. Take the Basic Black layer that has been die cut with a large tree scene die from Grove Dies and adhere to 

the piece of *Designer Series Paper and then onto the colorful layer on the card base 
3. Adhere your deer in place, being sure to tuck the little deer just slightly behind one of the trees on the left 
4. Adhere the three foliage sprigs in the lower right corner, making sure that the colorful one is on the top 
5. Stamp your sentiment, cut or punch it out and adhere in place on top of the sprigs using Dimensionals 
6. Add your two Black Matte Dots – I put one just to the left of the sentiment tags and the other randomly 

on the Designer Series Paper – and your pretty card is ready for giving! 
 
*In the pack of ‘Hello, Irresistible Designer Series Papers’ that you can find in the Online Exclusives section 
of the store are 6 different color mixes of the background papers – you can see 2 of them on the cards here  
– so very pretty and all are very usable for a sunset or moonlit scene card! 
 
 

Want to make more of this pretty card?  You can find the supplies you need in my store by 

going to sarahsinkspot.stampinup.net and clicking on ‘Shop Now’ in the top left corner! 

 

Stampin’ Up! Supplies used: 
 

Die Cutting:  Grove Dies (157844) – the trees scene, deer & foliage sprigs 

Cardstocks:  Basic Black (121045), Flirty Flamingo (141416) OR Lost Lagoon (133679) 

Designer Series Paper:  Hello, Irresistible Designer Series Papers (161139) 

Embellishments:  Classic Matte Dots (158146) 

 

Extras I used not included in your Card Kit: 
 

Stamps:  Timeless Arrangements (161521) – pink card;  Wildlife Wonder (157923) – blue card 

Ink:  Versamark Ink Pad (102283), Basics Embossing Powder (155554), Heat Tool (129053) 

Adhesives:  Stampin' Seal (152813), Dimensionals (104430), Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309) 

 

Cutting Measurements: 
 

Basic Black Cardstock: 5 1/2" x 8 1/2", scored at 5 1/2" 
Flirty Flamingo Cardstock: 4 1/8” x 5 3/8" 
Basic Black Cardstock 3 7/8” x 5 1/8” 
Designer Series Paper layer:  3 3/4" x 5” 


